Effectiveness of a desensitizing agent for topical and home use for dentin hypersensitivity: a randomized clinical trial.
To evaluate the effectiveness of a desensitizing gel for topical and home use for the treatment of dentin hypersensitivity (DH) by means of a 3-arm parallel, randomized, double blind clinical trial. 107 participants were allocated to three groups: placebo gel (PG), test gel (TG) (5% sodium fluoride, 5% potassium oxalate, 10% strontium chloride) and 2% sodium fluoride gel (FG). DH measurement was performed by a single blind examiner by means of the visual analog scale (VAS) after tactile (blunt tipped probe), thermal (air blast) and osmotic (water blast) stimulus at time intervals of baseline, 7, 15 and 30 days. The greatest reductions in DH were observed for the TG, with significant differences for FG in the thermal (Δ = -56 vs -30) and osmotic stimuli (Δ = -44 vs -18). Considering the percentage of participants with moderate/severe pain at 30 days, the TG demonstrated the lowest percentages, with significant differences in comparison with the other groups in thermal and osmotic stimuli. We can conclude that the test gel showed a greater reduction in DH than fluoride 2% and placebo gel, and maybe a treatment option for individuals with DH.